ran fast
slept soundly
drove a car
planted a garden
sailed a boat
threw
was quiet
played with
looked for
found a book
chased the dog
told me a joke
came out
made a scary
noise
woke me up
said
flew a plane
was funny
sang a song
looked
swam with me
lived
found the
treasure
barked at me
laughed loudly
was
going to be
ate
were
caught
was full
laughed
dreamt
wrote
worked
dug a hole
through the
woods
at my school
on the roof
up the hill
in the yard
in the ocean
on the floor
on the couch
in the lake
under my bed
in the trees
on a sunny day
down the road
on TV
at the zoo
out
in my dream
in the morning
after dark
in the clouds
at night
at
through the air
in the castle
underwater
over the
mountain
on
in
I went
I threw
I swam
I ate
liked
I saw
I am
was
too fast
to
and
and
but
but
or
of
for
with
after
when
it's time for bed
to sleep
unless
me
later that day
going to
today
went
slowly
where we can
I
went to
for lunch
far away
her
his
before
someone
for me
all day long
once upon a
time
just
right
like
too loud
very softly
while
and then
sometimes
how
the end
the dog
the cat
my dad
the big dinosaur
the monster
my mom
the pirate
the sky
the moon
my brother
my sister
a spaceship
toys
the sea
cakes and
cookies
hot dogs
the green fish
my friend
the girl
the pig
the monkey
the old king
my house
flowers
she
the sun
a bug
the boy
the nice queen
a scientist
a farmer
we
the stars
my teacher
an artist
the map
the book
the ball
he